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The “semantics of flow diagrams” are used to motivate the notion of partially 
additive monoids and of partially additive categories as those based on the cate- 
gory of partially additive monoids. We show that such categories support a 
notion of iteration; and then axiomatize iteration in a fashion which yields 
other approaches as a special case. The partially additive categories generalize 
semiadditive categories, and we provide an alternative characterization based 
on the fact that coproducts $A, in a partially additive category are equipped 
with morphisms ( pr,: ?A, + A,) which enjoy many of the properties of 
products. A number of other approaches to flow-diagram semantics have used 
either the concept of partial order or of algebraic theory-we provide a syste- 
matic overview of these approaches from the perspective afforded by partially 
additive categories. 
1. MOTIVATION 
In this section we discuss how work of Elgot, Scott, and Backus led us to 
formulate “partially additive monoids” and “partially additive categories” as 
both practical calculus and foundation for “the semantics of flow diagrams.” 
Further comparison of our approach with others appears at the end of the 
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paper. Applications to computer programming semantics will be dealt with 
elsewhere. 
Usually, programs compute partial functions. At this level, the three funda- 
mental operations of ‘structured programming’ (AlagiC and Arbib [I], Dahl 
et al. [IO]) are 
sequential composition g; h 
conditional if p then g else h 
iteration while p do g. 
Here g; h is the usual composition hg of partial functions. If p: A -+ {true, false}, 
g, h: A -+ B are partial functions, (if p theng else h)(u) is g(u) if p(u) is true and 
is h(u) if p(u) is false. If g: A + A is a partial function, (while? do g)(u) = gn(u) 
for the unique 1z with p(g”(u)) = t rue for 0 < i < n but p(g”(u)) = false (so is 
undefined if no such 71 exists). The “abstract syntax” of these operations provides 
“flow diagrams” coded in a “programming language.” In practice, completely 
specifying the semantics of programming languages has proven difficult and 
has motivated research in the foundations of this question. 
1. The category Pfn, . In ([14, pp. 178-1841, Elgot proposed the following 
basic model. Fix a set D representing the set of all value-vectors for the registers 
in a computing device. View the semantics of a program as a partial function 
f :  A x D -j B x D with the interpretation that if program execution begins 
at line a of the program with initial value-vector d if f(u, d) = (b, d’) then d’ 
is the new value-vector when the program halts at line 6. More abstractly, view 
such f  as a morphism from A to B in the category PfnD whose objects are sets, 
with the usual identities and composition of partial functions. This category 
has disjoint unions as coproducts (and we denote coproduct in a category by q 
for the reasons explained in Section 3.11). 
We may represent a predicatep: D -+ {true, false} by a map 3 in PfnD( I,1 I I), 
where (setting 1 7 1 = {I, 2)) j(d) = (1, d) if j(d) = true and j(d) = (2, d) 
if $(d) = false. View f, g as elements of Pfn&, 1) and form f  q g: 1 7 1 + 
1 4 1 and (i) = c . (f p g): 1 4 1 + 1, where 0: 1 p 1 -+ 1 is the codiagonal 
($. Then the conditional if p then f  else g = (3 * $ in Pfn, . Since the starting 
point in the execution of a program fragment may depend on the exit point of 
a previously executed fragment it is natural to generalize (f q g) 1 $: 1 -+ 1 $ 1 
to maps c: A + B -& B in Pfn, (see Elgot [13]) with “merging the exit lines” 
again given by composition with the appropriate codiagonal u: B ? B ---f B. 
At this level of generality, iteration then takes the form of an operator that 
assigns to each f :  A + A $ B a morphism f  +: A -+ B; specifically, f  +(a, d) is 
obtained by continuing to apply f  until the result is in B x D (so is undefined 
if this never occurs). 
Elgot demonstrated that sequential composition and conditional may be 
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convincingly dealt with in any category with finite coproducts. To axiomatize 
iteration, Elgot imposed a fixpoint equation. We first discuss its origins in 
recursive calls. 
2. Recursive call. Recursive call is a useful generalization of iteration much 
used in modern programming languages. For a simple example of recursive 
call, consider the McCarthy 91-function N --f N as specified by 
f(x) := ifs > 100 then x - 10 elsef(f(x + 11)). 
To see howfis “recursivelycalled,“f(99) =f(f(llO)) =f(lOO) =f(f(lll)) 
=f(lOl) = 91 (and, indeed, f(x) = 91 whenever x < 100). 
A recursive description of the iterationf+(x) = while p(x) do g(x) is given by 
f+(x) := if p(x) thenf+(g(x)) else x. 
For instance, if x is such that P(X) = p(g(x)) = true but P(g”(z)) = false then 
f’(4 = f+kw = f+k2w = g2w 
3. Scott semantics. Scott’s order semantics [33] is a currently widespread 
foundation of recursive call [27, Chap. 51. F rom this perspective, it is regarded 
as fundamental that the set Pfn,(A, B) of morphisms from .4 to B is a partially 
ordered set (using the usual inclusion ordering of subsets of (A x 0) x (B x 0)) 
with least element 0 and in which every countable (i.e., finite or denumerable) 
ascending chain has a supremum; we call such a structure an w-complete poset. 
The Knaster-Tarski theorem asserts that if H is an endomorphism of an W- 
complete poset which is continuous in that it preserves suprema of nonempty 
countable ascending chains then Sup(H”(0): n > 0) exists and is the least 
fixpoint of H. A recursive call induces a continuous endomorphism whose 
least fixpoint is the desired partial function. (While the development of this 
notion within the context of programming languages is due to Scott, we may 
trace it back to Kleene’s use of the Knaster-Tarski theorem to provide partial 
recursive functions as least fixpoints of recursive operators [23; 30, Theorem 
ll.XIT].) For example, given the specification of the McCarthy 91-function in 
Section 1.2, let D = N, let 1 be a one-element set and let H: Pfn,(l, 1) - 
Pfn,(l, 1) be defined by H(g) = if x > 100 then x - 10 else g(g(x + 11)). 
The first two terms g, = H(O), g, = H(g,) of the supremum Sup(H”(0)) are 
g, = if s > 100 then x - IO else undefined, 
g, = if x > 100 then x - 10 else g,(g,(x + 11)) 
= if x > 100 then x - IO else if x > 89 theng,(x + 1) else undefined 
= if x > 100 then 1c - IO else if x = 100 then x - 9 else undefined. 
For further discussion of this example see Section 6.4. 
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4. The Elgot iteration equation. Returning to the context of 1, Elgot observed 
that if iteration is regarded as a fixpoint, the fixpoint equation takes the form 
of a commutative diagram: 
A f tA+B 
We call this the Elgot iteration equation. The axioms considered in [ 141 construct 
settings with unique solutions to this equation for certain (but not all) f; this 
rejects Pfn, as an example and diverges from the approach we will follow in 
this paper. (See Section 7.3 for further discussion.) 
5. A desideratum. In his recent Turing Lecture [5], Backus characterizes 
modern programming languages as fat and weak. He calls for new ideas at a 
foundational level and new programming languages based on these ideas which 
would allow program transformations [9] and correctness proofs (see [1] and 
the extensive bibliography therein) to be obtained by “simple algebraic mani- 
pulations.” 
6. iz partially additive view of Pfn, . We will impose additional structure 
on the set Pfn,(A, B) different from the order structure of 3. Say that a family 
(fi: i E I) in Pfn,(A, B) is compatible if fi , fi h ave disjoint domains whenever 
i J T j. Our additional structure takes the form of an operation C(fi: i E I) whose 
domain of definition is compatible families with I countable (i.e., finite or 
denumerable) and whose value when defined is the union of the fi . For a finite 
family (fi ,...,fJ we write fi + m.* + fn as a synonym for C(fJ. Composing on 
either side by any morphism preserves compatibility and preserves C. 
Sequential composition is modeled by composition in the category. Our 
treatment of the conditional starts, like Elgot’s, with f: A + B $ B, but we 
add the observation that there exist unique fi , fi: A + B with f = inIf +in,fi 
namely fi(a, d) = (b, d’) if f  (a, d) = (1, b, d’) and otherwise undefined, fi 
similarly. Then o . f  = fi + fi . If, in particular, we associate p, and p, with a 
predicate p: D -+ (true, false} in this way, the semantics of if p then f  else g 
is simply f  . p, + g * p, . It is equally easy to see that for any f :  A + A & B, 
f  + = 1 (fllfa”: 71 3 0). (7) 
A general treatment of recursive calls by expansions generalizing that of (7) is 
given in [4] and so will not be discussed in this paper. 
8. EXAMPLE. The formal properties of C will be axiomatized in following 
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sections. The axiomatization will justify a new “calculus of formal power 
series.” We conclude this section by effecting a program transformation using 
this calculus in a manner which we feel is consonant with the desideratum of 
Section 1.5. Consider 
while $(a, d) do (if p(g(a, d)) then g2(a, d) else g(a, d)) (9) 
where g: .4 ---f A is in I?&, . This is just et where 
e&+A+B~&.B 
and f is if p then g else id. But we can simplify ef as follows. First, 
(for the last step, observe that any subfamily of (fBfAn) is compatible). This 
shows that eA = fA2 and that e, = fsfA + fs . Applying (7), 
et = 1 (fBf.4 + fd(fA2Y = C fdf Y+l + f 3 
= 1 (fBfP) = f’ 
transforming (9) into its semantic equivalent 
while p(a, d) do g(a, d). (10) 
2. PARTIALLY ADDITIVE MONOIDS 
Throughout this paper, countable means “finite (possibly empty) or denumer- 
able.” 
1. DEFINITION. An w-complete partial Abelian monoid (henceforth referred 
to as a partially additive monoid, for short) is a pair (M, C) where M is a set 
and C is a partial operation on countable families in M subject to the following 
axioms: 
Partition-ussociativity axiom. If the countable set I is partitioned into 
(13:j E J) then for each family (xi: i E I) in M, x(xi: i E I) = C(C(xz: i E Ij):j E J) 
in the sense that the left side is defined if and only if the right side is defined 
and then the values are equal. 
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Limit axiom. I f  (xi: i E 1) is a countable family in M and if C(xz: i EF) is 
defined for every finite subset F of I, then x(x$: i E I) is defined. 
Unary-sum axiom. For one-element families, xx is defined and C x = x 
(where we write x x for C(xi: i = 1) where x1 = x). 
In the partition-associativity axiom Ij may be empty. Since the unary-sum 
axiom ensures that some sums exist, it follows that the empty sum is defined 
and provides an additive zero. Also, for any permutation 01: I -+ 1, C(xi: i E I) = 
C(X& i E I). 
Note that (in the presence of the other axioms) the limit axiom is equivalent 
to the following: Given (xi: i = 0, 1, 2,...) if x(x,: 0 < i < k) is defined for 
every finite K, then the infinite sumx(xi: 0 < i) is also defined. 
As a special case we have [12, pp. 124-1251: 
2. DEFINITION. A countable complete Abelian Monoid is a partially additive 
monoid for which C is total. (If Ca is the restriction of x to M x M -+ M, it 
is readily checked that (M, Cz , 0) is then an Abelian monoid, and for finite 
families (xJ, the sum C(xJ has its usual meaning.) 
3. DEFINITION. A morphism f :  (M, C) --+ (M’, C’) of partially additive 
monoids is a function f: M ---f M’ such that for all (xi: i E I) in M, if C xi is 
defined then 2’ f (xi) is defined and f(C xi) = C’f(xJ. 
4. EXAMPLES AND NONEXAMPLES. (i) The set M of partial functions from 
A to B has two partially additive structures: 
(a) Summable = disjoint domains, C = union. 
(b) Summable = agree on overlaps, C = union. 
(ii) The set Rel(A, B) of relations from A to B is a countably complete 
Abelian monoid with respect to union. This provides the setting for program 
semantics given by [ 1 l] where (though in different notation) the formula f . p, + 
g . p, of Section 1.6 is given for the conditional and attributed to [21]. (For an 
axiomatic treatment of program semantics within ‘relational algebras,’ see [31].) 
(iii) The poset with Hasse diagram 
and C = supremum is not an example because sup(a, b, c) is defined whereas 
Sup(a, 6) in sup(sup(a, b), sup(c)) is not. 
(iv) An w-complete poset with summable = countable chain, C = 
supremum is not always an example. Indeed, if x, y  < z with x”, y  incom- 
parable, x + (y + a) is defined but x + y  + z is not. 
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(v) A countably complete poset with C = supremum. These are charac- 
terized by requiring C to be totally defined and idempotent in the sense that 
if each xi = x then C xi is defined and is X. Example (vii) below shows that 
x + x = x alone will not do. 
(vi) M = N u {co), with C the usual addition. 
(vii) M = N u ( }, co with C xi = 0 or co if the usual sum is 0 or co, 
respectively, but C xi = 1 otherwise. The subset S = (0, 1, co} with the same 
C is also an example. In S, C is totally defined and x + x = x for all X. More- 
over, 1 + ... + 1 = 1 for each finite sequence of l’s, but the sum of the 
infinite sequence 1 + 1 + *.. = co. 
(viii) The unit interval is a countably complete Abelian monoid as 
follows. For finite I let C xi be the minimum of 1 and the usual sum in R. If I 
is infinite, define C xi as the limit of the net of finite partial sums. 
(ix) While a partially additive monoid may be an Abelian monoid, no 
nonzero x can have an inverse. To see this, observe that if x + y = 0 then 
o=(X+Y)+(x+Y)+‘.- 
= x + (Y + x) + (y + x) + .** = x. 
3. PARTIALLY ADDITIVE CATEGORIES 
1. Notations and conventions. Our index sets 1, J are always countable (i.e., 
finite or denumerable). Our categories shall always have countable coproducts 
in,: Ai + q(&: i E 1) including an initial object 0. The copower of I copies 
of A we denote 1. A. Two special maps are the codiagonal u: I . A -+ A 
defined by ain, = id,,, and the “diagonal” 4: -&(A<: i EI) -+ I . ?(Ai: ill) 
defined by 
+Aa A *I-CA, 
A A 
in, 
I ,. I 
in, 
Aj - +Ai 
in, 
Since the initial object exists (as the empty coproduct) the category has zero 
maps if and only if the initial object is terminal. We may note that the empty 
set i~i is the zero object of PfnD , and that 0: A -+ B is then the nowhere- 
defined partial function. Let us further note that although A, -& A, is not a 
product in Pfq, we do have “quasi-projections” 
prj:A,?A,+Aj, (a, 4 t--+ (a, 4 ifaEAj 
H undefined if not. 
These quasi-projections allow us to decompose any partial function f: A + 
A, q A, into the family ( pr,f). More generally, 
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2. Observation. Let s be a category with countable coproducts which has 
zero maps. Then for J C I, we may define the quusi-projectionpr,: +(A,: i E I) + 
+(Ai: i E J) by 
pr,in, = ina if iGJ 
= 0 if i # J. 
We write pr, if J = {j}, and aij for pr,ini . 
With this definition, it is readily checked that 
commutes for each j-simply check that the two paths are equal (inj 8, = $,in,) 
when preceded by in, for each i in I. 
3. DEFINITION. A partially additive category X is a category with countable 
coproducts which is based on the category of partially additive monoids (i.e., 
horn-sets are partially additive monoids and composing on either side is a 
morphism) in such a way that the following two axioms hold: 
Compatible sum axiom. I f  a family (fi: i E I) of morphisms from A to B is 
compatible in the sense that there exists f: A -+ I * B with pr,f = fi for all i, 
then C fi is defined. 
Untying axiom. Given a family fi: A + B with C fi defined, C inif,: 
A-+I.Bisdehed. 
Note that since composing on either side is a morphism of partially additive 
monoids, the zero element of X(A, B) provides zero maps. 
4. EXAMPLE. The category Pfn, of Section 1 is partially additive. The old 
and new senses of “compatible” coincide with summable and C = union. When 
f  + g is defined we may view it as interpreting the flow diagram 
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where a “fanout” such as that at the top is an extension of conventional 
program syntax whose semantic interpretation includes the assertion that f and 
g are compatible. The name “untying axiom” then comes from its flowchart 
interpretation: 
If A 
0 
f g 
B 
f+g:A-+B 
exists, then so does 
A 
;I‘- f 9 B B 
inlf + in2q: A + B '1? B 
Pfn, is based on partially additive monoids in another way, namely, “union 
if agree on overlaps” (Example 2.4(i)b), but the untying axiom fails. Indeed, 
Theorem 9 below shows that any category ~7 admits at most one C with respect 
to which it is partially additive. 
5. EXAMPLE. For a fixed set D, Rel, is the category with all countable sets 
as objects and in which a morphism from A to B is a relation from A x D to 
B x D (cf. Example 2.4(ii) for the partially-additive structure). This category 
provides a setting for nondeterministic program semantics-initial data do not 
determine a unique outcome but rather a set of possible outcomes. 
6. EXAMPLE. For a fixed set X, let X* be the set of all finite (possibly 
empty) strings over X. We refer to a subset of X* as a language over X. Let 
Lang, be the category with all countable sets as objects and in which a morphism 
from A to B is an A x B matrix of languages. Take union as addition of lan- 
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guages and concatenation as multiplication of languages and then define com- 
position of Lang,-morphisms by matrix multiplication. Givenf: 1 + 1 $ 1 in 
Lang, , the iteration formula (cf. Theorem 4.l)f+ = C(fifin: 12 > 0) recaptures 
Kleene’s [24] original definition of the iterate in formal language theory. 
7. PROPOSITION. Given f: A + q(B$: i E I) there exist unique fi: A -+ B, 
with f  = C inifi , namely, fi = prif. 
Proof. The family (inzfi) is compatible because Of: A --, I * T-B, satisfies 
the compatibility condition pr,(Of) = injfj , using (2). Thus C inif? is defined, 
by the compatible sum axiom. 
Noting that pr,id = prj , we conclude, by the compatible sum axiom again, 
. 
that pr,: I . +B, + &B, is summable so that, by the untying axiom, C injprj: 
I.$B,+I.+B, exists. But (C injpr,)ini = C inj aij = ini for each i, and so 
C injprj = id. Then, noting that ad = id, we have that f  = u(C in,pr,) df = 
C(uinr)(prjd)f = C in,( prif ). I f  the gi satisfy f  = C inigj , then pr,f = 
C pr,inigi = C 6jigj . 1 
8. COROLLARY. In a partially additive category, xi ini pri = id: qAi -+ TAi . 
9. THEOREM. The additive structure of a partially additlve category is unique 
as follows. If  Z is partially additive then a family fir A + B is summable if and 
only if it is compatible; in that case, the f  : A -+ I . B with pr,f = fi is unique and 
Proof. I f  C fi exists then f  = C inifi exists and prjf = C( pr&nifi: i E I) = 
C(S,,fi: i ~1) = fj . This shows summable families are compatible. 
That pr,f = prig implies f  = g is immediate from Proposition 7. Moreover, 
ifprzf =fi, crf = oCinifi =Cuinifi =Cf*. 1 
10. PROPOSITION. Given fi: A --f B, gi: B + C in a partially-additive 
category, if C fi exists then C gifi exists. 
Proof. By 7 and 8 if C fi exists there exists f:  A - I * B with f  = C inifi . 
Consider g = (g,): I . B --f C. Then gf = Cginifi = Cgifi . 1 
11. The $ notation. We must avoid + for coproduct so that f  + g is un- 
ambiguous. In a semiadditive category, @ denotes the biproduct. Since co- 
products in a partially-additive category have half of the properties (the quasi- 
projections are jointly manic by Proposition 7), & seems appropriate for 
coproducts. 
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4. AXIOMATIC ITERATION 
1. THEOREM. In a partially additive category, the passage from f  = in, fA f  
in,f,: A + A q B to f  + = C(fBfa”: n > 0): A - B is well defined and 
satisJies the following two axioms: 
(i) (Functoriality axiom) 
If 
then 
h 1 1 hfk 
Aft-B 
h 
1 1 
k 
- - 
(ii) (f 4 idg)+ = (&): A p B 2 B. 
Proof. To see that f  + is well defined, for any g: A ---f B, (&)f = gfA + fe 
so that the latter exists. This yields z(fBfan: 0 < n < K + 1) from g = 
C(fefan: 0 < n < li) by partition-associativity. Now use the limit axiom. 
To prove (i), it is easily verified that (h 4 k)f = inAhfA + in&fs whereas 
Jh = inxfAh + inzfeh so that the leftmost square is equivalent to hfA = JAh 
and kfB = J,h. It follows that kf+ = C kfBf,” = CfBhfA” = CfBJaSh =f+h. 
We turn to (ii). Writing the two injections and the second quasi-projection 
for (A i B) q B, respectively, as in,, , in,, pr, it is readily checked that 
f i id,: A -& B --+ (A 4 B) q B = in,,(i) + in,pr, . Thus (f q idg)+ = 
Cn>: Peon. Clearly PyB(P in, - - ide if n = 0 and = 0 if n > 0, so that 
(f + z’dJ+in, = idB . To complete the proof of (ii) it suffices to show pr,($%z, = 
fs f z-’ for n > 1. This is clear for n = 1 since prsf = fR . For the inductive 
step, pr&)“+lina = P~&)n(~nAfA + hfB) = fe f % + ( P~&?%)f~ = 
fBf2 f 0 =fBfAn- I 
The functoriality axiom was announced in [3]. It appears to be new even 
for Pfn, . 
2. THEOREM. Let Y be a category with binary coproducts and let X have an 
operation f H f + subject to the two axioms of Theorem 1. Then X has zero maps 
and the Elgot iteration equation holds. 
Proof. Define 0: A + B = (in,: A --f A p B)+. Then for all h: C--f A, 
k: B - D we have 
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For the second statement, consider 
A f l ATB 
1 f&l* 
- (A i B) q B 
and use axiom (ii). 1 
h 1 1 id 
implies A ’ + B 
td 1 1 k 
A ‘*D 
implies 
A-$B 
3. THEOREM. In the partially additiwe category Pfn, , the operation f H 
C(fefa”: n 3 0) is the only one satisfying axioms (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. 
Proof. Let f ++ f + be any operation satisfying axioms (i) and (ii). Then f + 
satisfies the Elgot iteration equation by Theorem 2 and so contains the least 
solution C fBfAn of this equation. We must show that this inclusion is in fact 
equality. Let P be the complement of dom(C fBfAn) in A x D, and let h: 
A + A in PfnD be the partial function 
W, 4 = (a, 4 if (a, d) E P 
= undefined else. 
Now P = {(a, d): f “(a, d) E A x D for all 1z > 0} and so for g = in, prAf: 
A-A-&@ 
B *A+ m 
h! 1 
,a+ , 0 
h<O which implies -i 1 0 
A --r_-ATB A f+>B 
Hence f +h = 0, i.e., dom( f +) C dom(x fBfAn) as was to be shown. 1 
5. A CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
The main aim of this section is to provide an arrow-theoretic characterization 
of partially additive categories in Theorem 3 below. We thank J. Adamek for 
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suggesting the following lemma which allowed us to improve an earlier version 
of the characterization. 
1. LEMMA. Assume that (M, x) satisfies the limit and unary-sum axioms and 
the following two: 
(i) If the countable set I is partitioned into (Ij: j E J) then for each family 
(xi: i E I) in M, if x(x%: i E I) is de$ned then x(2(x(: i E Ij): j E J) is defined and 
takes the same value. 
(ii) Ifm>2and(x,+ . ..+x.)+yisde$ned,soisx,+ . ..+x.+y. 
Then (M, C) is a partially additive monoid. 
Proof. By (i), summability is permutation invariant. This yields 
(Xl + ... + .r,) + (Yl + ... + Yn) = (Xl + ... + xm) + (Yl + (3% + ... +m>> 
=(x1+ ~~~+%n)+yl+(yz+ ..*+yn> 
=((Xl+...+X,)+Y1)+(3’2+~.‘+Yn) 
=(x1+ .~.+%z+yl)+(yz+ ..*+y?J 
= x1 + ... +x,+Yl+ . ..+yn 
(where the second equality is a permutation of (ii). It follows that 
(Xl + Yl) + ... + bra + m> 
= (Xl + Yl) + ... + (xn-2) + ((xn-1 + m-1) + (Xn + m)) 
= (Xl +r1> + .*. + (x,-z +yn-2) + (%a-1 +yn-1+ x72 t-m) 
= .,. 
= Xl + x, + *** + xn + Yn * 
Now let (Ii) partition I and let C(C( x * i E I,): j E J) be defined. We must i. 
prove that C(X~: i E I) is defined. Let F be a finite subset of I. By the limit axiom 
it suffices to prove that C(xi: i E F) is defined. By (i) (which implies that any 
subfamily of a summable family is summable), the following are defined: 
gi =C(xi:iEIjnF), gi =C( x * iE Ii -F), each gj + gj and C((gi + gj): i. 
j E J). Define { jl,..., jn)={jeJ:IinF# @}.ThengjI+gjI+ . ..+gj.+ 
& = kjl t- ‘51) + ... + (gj, + gj,) is defined. It follows thatC(gj,: 1 <i < k) 
is defined: setting Fk = (Ijl u ... u Ijk) n F, we will show that this sum is 
x(x<: i E F,) by induction on k. This is clear for k = 1. Now observe C(gj,: 
1 < i < k + 1) -= C(gji: 1 ,( i < k) + gJtkfl) = C(xL: i E FJ + C(xi: 
i E ljk n Fk) = C(xi: i E F,,,). To finish the proof, set k = n. 1 
2. EXAMPLE. This shows that condition (ii) of Lemma 1 is necessary. Fix 
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an integer 7t > 3 and consider M = N with (xJ summable if {i: xi # 0) has at 
most n elements, x = usual sum. Then the unary sum and limit axioms hold 
and if C(.X~: i E I) is defined so is (C(C x * i E I,): j E J) for any partition (Ii) of I. <.
However, (x1 + ... + x,) + y  = x1 + ... + X, + y  holds only if m < 12. 
The value of Lemma 1 is apparent in the next result in which context condi- 
tion (i) of that lemma can be proved “for free” so that only condition (ii) need 
be axiomatized. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM. Let X be a category with countable co- 
products. Then X is partially additive if and only if the following four axioms hold: 
(i) X has zero maps. 
(ii) For any two objects A, , A, the two quasi-projectionspr,: A, i A, --f Ai 
are jointly manic. 
(iii) For any countable set I and object B, the family ( pr,: I . B -+ F . B: 
F is a Jinite subset of I) is a limit of the directed diagram pro,: G . B + F . B 
for finite subsets F C G of I. 
(iv) Let ?ii = {I,..., m}. Then for each m > 2, given the left-hand square 
below there exists c as shown. 
+ii.B 
Proof. First, assume that Z is a partially additive category. That X has 
zero maps follows from 4.1 and 4.2. That (ii) holds is a weak case of 3.9 which 
asserts that ( fi: i E I) is summable just in case there exists unique f  : 4 -+ I . B 
with pr,f = fi and then C fi = CJ * f.  To see (iii), then, let us be given a family 
(fF: A ---f F . B, F a finite subset of I) satisfying 
proF . fc = fF for fi ni e t subsets F C G of I. We must show that there exists 
a unique f: A -+ I . B as shown. But if we write fi: A -+ B for fItI , we see by 
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Theorem 3.9 that the fi are compatible for each finite F, with fi = prFifF . 
Thus by the limit axiom, the whole family (fi: i E 1) is compatible with a unique 
f  : A --+ I . B satisfying fi = pr,f. But since the pr, are jointly manic, it follows 
that f is the unique morphism satisfying the above diagram. 
Let fi = pr,a and g = pr,b in the left-hand diagram of (iv). Then prrb = 
ua = fi + ... + fm , and so (fr + ... +fm) + g is defined, since b assures 
compatibility. Thus by (ii) of Lemma 1, fi + ... + f,  + g is defined, and c of 
the right-hand diagram is given by the compatibility condition przc = fi for 
1 < i < m, p~,+~ = g. 
We next assume the four axioms, and show that X is partially additive. If  I 
is countable, (pr,: i E 1): I . A --f A is jointly manic; to prove it, we may assume 
I is finite by (iii) and then use an induction argument based on (ii). We then 
define compatible families as in the compatible sum axiom of Definition 3.3, we 
define summable = compatible and we define sums 2 fL = uf of compatible 
families as in Theorem 3.9; C fC is unique because f  is. 
We now apply Lemma 1 to prove (X(A, B), x) is a partially additive monoid. 
The unary sum axiom is clear. To see the limit axiom, suppose (ii: i E I) is such 
that every finite subfamily is summable. Let thenf,: A --f F . B satisfy oFfF = 
C(f%: i E F) for each finite subset F of I. Then prCFfF = fc when F C G because 
pr,: F . B + B (z’ EF) is jointly manic. By (iii) there exists f:  A -+ I * B with 
prpf = fF and so (fi: i E I) is compatible. It now remains to establish conditions 
(i) and (ii) of Lemma 1. For 1 (i), supposeC(f,: i E I) is defined and that (Ii: j E J) 
partitions I. Let f : A --+ I * B with pr, f  = fi . For i E I let j(i) be the unique 
j E J with i E li . (The fact that some I, may be empty does not obstruct the 
proof.) Define P 1 . B -+ J . B by Tin, = in,(i) . That C(x(fi: i ~1~): j E J) 
exists and coincides with C(fi: i E I) is immediate from the diagram. 
1 (f& i E Ii) 
To see 1 (ii), let (fr + ... + fm) + g be defined, m 2 2. Then there exist a, b as 
in the left-hand square of (iv) with prla = fi , pr,b = aa = fi + ..* + fm , 
prsb = g. But then for c as in the right-hand square of (iv), UC = fr + ..* + 
fm + g* 
To see that composition preserves C let f :  A --f I . B, fz = pri f ,  a: A’ -+ A, 
b: B -+ B’. 
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Then in the diagram 
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A’-%A-%I.BBB 
I . B’ ___f B’ 0 
pr,# = bfia so that 2 bfia = u# exists and equals b(CfJa. 
The compatible sum axiom is obvious. For the untying axiom, given f: 
A -+ I * B we must show (inif: i E I) is compatible. Using the diagonal map 
of 3.1, 3.2, Af: A -+ I . (I . B) satisfies pr,(df) = ini prif. 1 
4. DEFINITION. A countably additive category is a category with countable 
coproducts which is based on the category of countably complete Abelian 
monoids. 
The categories Rel, and Lang, of Examples 3.5 and 3.6 are clearly examples. 
5. THEOREM. For a category with countable coproducts, the following four 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is countably additive in some way. 
(ii) .X is countably additive in a unique way. 
(iii) X is partially additive and every countable family is summable. 
(iv) For every countable set I and object A the I-indexedfamily pr,: I . A -+ A 
is a product. 
Proof. That (ii) implies (i) and (i) implies (iii) is obvious; the equivalence 
of (iii) and (iv) follows from Theorem 3; then (iii) implies (ii) using 3.9. 1 
It is not hard to modify Theorem 3 to replace “I countable” by “I finite,” 
“card I < 01,” ” card I ,( 01,” or “I arbitrary.” Thus Theorem 5 should be seen 
as a generalization of the familiar characterization theorem for semiadditive 
categories [28, pp. 27-31; 2, Sect. 5.21. 
6. COMPARISON WITH SCOTT SEMANTICS 
1. PfnD(A, B) is an w-complete poset via < and a partially additive monoid 
via C. The order is easily recovered from the sum by f < g if g = f + h for 
some h, and, if fk+l = fk + h, , Sup(f,) = f. + C h, . (In an arbitrary partially 
additive monoid, such < need not be antisymmetric and f,, + C h, is an upper 
bound but need not be the least such.) There is apparently no equally direct 
way to recover the partially additive structure of Pfn,(A, B) from its w-complete 
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poset structure, and this contributes to our belief that the partially additive 
structure is more basic. 
2. Many investigators have accepted ordered structure for lack of another 
way to separate the least fixpoint from the others. This point of view treats 
each fixpoint equation independently. In Theorem 4.3 we showed that iteration 
in Pfn, was unique subject to functoriality and one other axiom. We thus 
introduce the concept that characterizations of uniform fixpoint constructions 
may be sought by exploring joint interactions with morphisms. We now briefly 
describe an approach of this type which characterizes the Knaster-Tarski 
formula without explicit dependence on the (in this case ordered) structure 
of objects and which, like [20], emphasizes initial algebra semantics. 
We wish to characterize a category d whose objects A may be thought of 
as corresponding (at least) to a structured object together with a map h: 1 A 1 + 
] A ) on the underlying set. Let then End be the category of sets with endo- 
morphism (S, h) with maps that commute with h and consider (~2, 1 . I, F) with 
Jd F l End 
Ai/ 
Set 
and I . / faithful. Writing FA = (I A 1, h), a fixpoint of A is a fixpoint of h. We 
say that an assignment 01 of a fixpoint OlA in / A 1 to each A in ~4 is canonical 
if each morphism A -+ A’ maps CXA to orA’. It is then trivial to prove: 
3. THEOREM. If S/ has an initial object A,, with unique jixpoitat a, then the 
assignment to A of the image of a, under the unique A, + A is the unique canonical 
Jixpoint. 
As is shown in detail (Arbib and Manes [4]), if ~2 is the category of pairs 
(A, H) with A an w-complete poset and H continuous (but not O-preserving) 
with continuous, O-preserving, H-respecting morphisms and if F is the obvious 
forgetful functor, then Theorem 3 yields the Knaster-Tarski formula: take 
A, = N u {co}, with H = successor. 
4. The Scott semantics of the McCarthy 91-function was discussed in 1.2, 
1.3. Observe that H: Pf+(l, l)+PfnN(l, 1) may be written H(g) = H,, + 
H,(g, g), where H,,(x) = if x > 100 then x - 10 else undeJned and H,(g, , g2)(x) 
= if x < 100 theng,(g,(x + 11)) else undejked. More abstractly, we have (A, 8) 
where A is a partially additive monoid and H = (H,: n 3 0) subject to the 
axioms that each H,: A” --+ A is a morphism of partially additive monoids in 
each variable and H(a) = C(H,(a,..., a): n > 0) is defined for all a E A. Using 
the notations of 2, set ~2 to be the category of such (A, H) with morphisms of 
481/62/r-15 
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partially additive monoids that commute with each H, . Let F(A, I?) = (A, H). 
In [4] we use Theorem 3 in this context to derive a new fixpoint formula for 
recursive programs, the pattern-of-calls expansion, and argue that this theory 
is computationally useful, provides an alternative foundation for recursive calls, 
and offers a solution to an open problem of Backus. 
7. COMPARISON WITH ALGEBRAIC THEORY MODELS 
Many workers [6-8,14,16,18-20,341 have considered algebraic theory models 
for the semantics of computation. Up to equivalence of categories (Mac Lane 
[25, p. 18]), a category is a (finitary) algebraic theory if and only if it has the 
form J&‘(D) for some (-02, D, in) as given in Section 7.1 below. This result is 
well known (cf. Manes [26, Exercise 2.1.261) and may be taken as the definition 
by readers not familiar with algebraic theories. (Many authors use the finite 
ordinals for the objects of an algebraic theory. This property cannot be preserved 
by equivalence of categories, and our slightly broader definition in which the 
objects are finite sets seems appropriate for the issues of this paper while 
generating the same equivalence class of categories.) 
1. Consider (d, D, in) with & a category, D an object of & and in an 
assignment to each countable set I of a specific I-fold copower inIsi: D --f I . D 
of D. Let &((D)) denote the category with objects all countable sets and whose 
morphisms I + J are the zd-morphisms I * D -G J * D with composition and 
identities as in &, and let d(D) be the full subcategory of .x4((D)) of all finite 
sets. 
Disjoint unions provide d(D) with finite coproducts and &((D)) with 
countable coproducts. If  Pfn is the category of sets and partial functions, 
Pfn(D) C Pfn((D)) C Pfn, . The heuristics for Pfn, of Section 1.1 apply to the 
general d(D) and &‘((D)). 
2. Define an algebraic theory to be partially additive if it is equivalent to 
d(D) for an (&, D, in) with zxf((D)) partially additive. For example, Pfn(D) 
is a partially additive theory for any D. Indeed, for any partially additive category 
-02, AS?(D) is a partially additive theory for any D in &. 
3. Iterative algebraic theories. We may modify Pfn(D) to take time-delay 
into account by considering partial maps f: I x D * J x N x D with the 
interpretation that f (i, d) = (i, m, d’) means that if program execution begins 
with data value d at program line i then m units of time later program execution 
halts with data value d’ at program linej. The motivating observation of [14] is 
that if Pfn(D) is modified in this way, then the natural “no delay in the loop” 
definition off + is the unique solution of the Elgot iteration equation 1.4 when f 
is not delayless. In more detail, let JZ’ be the category whose objects are sets 
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and for which a morphism I ---f J is a partial function I --, J x N with identities 
i H (i, 0) and composition g#J where for g: J + K x N, g#: J x N - R x N 
is defined by dom(g#) = dam(g) x N, g#(j, m) = (K, m + n) if g(i) = (K, n). 
Disjoint unions provide ~2 with coproducts. An f: I x D -+ J x N x D in 
L&‘(D) is positive if m > 0 whenever f (i, d) = (j, m, d’). For any f: I x D -+ 
(I 4 J) x N x D, the f +: I x D + J x N x D defined by continuing to 
apply f (and hence increasing the N coordinate) until the resuh is in J x N x D 
always solves the Elgot iteration equation and uniquely solves it if f is positive. 
Elgot imposed two axioms on an algebraic theory to define an iterative algebraic 
theory. The first axiom allows an algebraic definition of the class of “ideal” 
morphisms which play the role of the positive maps, and the second axiom asks 
outright for unique solutions f t to the Elgot iteration equation for each ideal J. 
4. Continuous and metric theories. Continuous, metric, and partially additive 
theories are algebraic theories in which the set of morphisms is given additional 
structure designed to allow a canonical f + for each f. In the continuous case 
[19, 201 ordered structure is added and Scott semantics is used to define f + as 
least fixpoint. The metric approach of [6] employs the Banach fixpoint theorem 
for contractions instead of the Knaster-Tarski theorem to yield unique fixpoints. 
(See [32] for a contraction fixpoint approach to the definition of context-free 
languages; cf. Section 3.6.) A virtue of the partially additive approach is that 
the additional structure is unique when it exists, by Theorem 3.9. 
5. Theories with functorial iteration. This is the context of Theorem 4.2 
with X an algebraic theory. Exactly which set of axioms should be imposed 
is not yet clear. One might also consider such axioms on an f w f + which is 
partially defined. For example, S. L. Bloom pointed out to us that it is straight- 
forward to prove that any iterative algebraic theory satisfies the functoriality 
axiom of 4.1 so long as f, J are assumed ideal. 
6. DEFINITION. A partially additive semiring is R = (R, x:, ., l), where (R, x) 
is a partially-additive monoid, (R, -, 1) is a monoid, and for all r the maps 
s b sr, s b rs are endomorphisms of (R, C). 
When C is totally defined, these are the complete semirings of [12]. I f  X is 
partially additive and if D E Y, X(D, D) is a partially additive semiring under C, 
composition, and id, . An important instance is the set of partial functions 
from a set to itself. 
7. Matricial theories. Let R be a partially additive semiring. For each 
countable set J let RfJ) denote the set of all J-tuples (rj: j E J) in R which are 
abstractly compatible (cf. Proposition 3.10) in the sense that for every J-tuple 
(sj: i E J) in R, C siri exists in R. Define a category Se with objects all countable 
sets and with morphisms I + J I-tuples in RcJ); composition is matrix multi- 
plication and the usual diagonal matrix provides identities. If  1 denotes a one- 
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element set, & = &((l)) ( recall the notation of Section 2) and the theory &( 1) 
is the matricial theory of R. For those R which are also semirings (that is, finite 
addition is always defined) these are the same as the matricial theories of [15, 61. 
The assertions already made require that disjoint unions are coproducts in ~2; 
this is part of the proof of the following proposition: 
8. PROPOSITION. The matricial theory of a partially additive semiring is 
partially additive. 
Proof. We must show that the category & of Section 7 is partially additive. 
The empty set o provides a zero object, I -+ ,PJ, o + J being the empty 
matrices (and their composition I + J being given by rtj = empty sum = 0). 
Nonempty coproducts are disjoint unions. For let (1J partition I and, for i 
in I, write a(;) for the unique 01 with i E 1, . Define injections in,: I, + I by 
(in,& = & . Given (TN’: I, + K) 
K 
set rik = r$. For fixed i, riK = r$ is abstractly compatible. (r in&, = C rjk(inJej 
= rik = rfk since i E I, . I f  s in, = r” then silt = C sjk(in&, = rtg, = rzk . This 
verifies the coproduct property. 
Next we show that pr,: K x I -+ I (m E K) is jointly manic. Each pr, is 
defined by pr,in, = a,,,, so that pr,,, = (pE,,() where 
vn 
PkQ.i =l if k = m, i1 = i 
=o else. 
Thus if t, u: J -+ K x I satisfy pr,t = pr,,,u (all m) then for all j, m, i we have 
tj.m* = zl f&.it~.kil = 5 Pki,.i%.ki, = %.mi * 
’ 1 
A famty rk: I + J is compatible if and only if there exists r: I ---f K x J with 
ri,ki = ri,j . Equivalently, for all i and arbitrary (sks3: k E K, j E J), Ck,j sk,g rF,j 
exists in R. In that case the sum given by 
zr”=ILKx J-QJ 
is seen to be (C rk)zj = & & . The remaining details follow easily, using 
parts of the proof of Theorem 5.3. 1 
9. Markov chains. The unit interval with addition as in Examples 2.4(viii) 
and with the usual multiplicative structure is a complete semiring. Iteration in 
the corresponding matricial theory generalizes the behavior of Markov chains 
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with absorbing states [22, p. 521 when we view a substochastic I -+ I q J as 
representing a Markov chain on I 4 J with set J of absorbing states.) 
10. Free iterative theories. A number of workers [20, 16, 29, 331 have repre- 
sented the “running” of an iterative program as an infinite depth tree. Let Q 
be a finitary operator domain such that Q,, has a single element I. Imagine D 
as labeling nonexit nodes of a one-entry flowchart, while the exits are labeled 
with elements of I or with 1 (indicating that a computation reaching that point 
is henceforth totally undefined). Then a flowchart may be “unfolded” to give 
a tree whose paths correspond to the paths through the flowchart. We now give a 
precise definition. 
A tree shape is a subset 0 on N* satisfying 
(i) fle0 
(ii) I f  wk E o with w E N* and k EN, then w, wo,..., w(k - 1) are in 0. 
Wesaywinahasdegreen,aw=n,ifwkEuiffk<n.Wesaywisaleafofuif 
aw = 0. Notice that any nonempty union of tree shapes is again a tree shape. 
An Q-tree in I is a pair (a, t) where u is a tree shape and t: u -+ Q u I is such 
that t(w) E Sz, if aw = n > 0, while t(w) ~1 u {I} if w is a leaf. Let tr(1) 
denote the set of Q-trees in I which possess only a finite number of noniso- 
morphic subtrees-i.e., the trees obtained by “unfolding” finite flowcharts. 
Each g: J -+ tr(K) extends to g#: tr( J) -+ tv(K); to obtain g*(t) substitute the 
tree g(i) for each leaf j in t. Define a category g with sets as objects and whose 
morphisms I -+ J are I-tuples in tr(J); one-leaf trees provide identities in the 
obvious way, and composition is defined by g*f. Disjoint unions provide co- 
products in CS’. I f  1 is a one-element set, B( 1) is the free iterative theory generated 
by J2, even if Q,, has more than one element [I 61. 
We now modify g slightly to get a partially additive category &. We view 
an Q-tree in I as a loop-free flowchart with entry at the root and with leaves 
labeled i in I corresponding to “exit i” and leaves labeled 1 corresponding to 
undefinedness. We thus introduce the equivalence relation N on each tr(l) 
generated by identifying each subtree in tr( 0) with 1 (since on entering such 
a subtree, computation cannot reach a defined exit). In this way we obtain a 
quotient category ~2 of ZB with morphisms I + J I-tuples in t(J)/- in which 
disjoint unions are still coproducts. 
11. PROPOSITION. The category LZ? of Section 7.10 is partially additive (and 
we define the algebraic theory d(l) to be the partially additive theory of Q). 
Proof. Identify tr(l)/- with (1) u those trees in tr(1) possessing no 
subtree in tr( a). We will establish the following: 
(i) ~4 has zero maps. 
(ii) Given an I-indexed family fi: A 4 tr(B)/-, write fz(a) = (uLU, t%“). 
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Then (fi) is compatible if and only if for all a in A, i, j in I and w E uia n uja, 
either ti”(w) = tju(w) or one of them equals 1. 
(iii) For countable copowers, pr,: I * B -+ B is jointly manic. 
(iv) If fi: A - B is compatible as in (ii), f = C fi as defined in Theorem 
3.9 is defined by f  a = (CF, ta), ga = U aia, t”(w) = Max(tp(w)) where the 
notation is as in (ii) and Max refers to the ordering “not defined” < J- < B. 
(v) If every finite subfamily of a countable family of morphisms A -+ B 
is summable, the whole family is summable. 
(vi) Given fi ,..., fm ,g: A + B with m 3 2, if (fi + ... + fm) + g is 
defined, so is fi + .‘. + fm + g. 
It is clear from the proof of Theorem 5.3 that these conditions prove that & 
is partially additive. We have chosen this approach since it tells more about 
constructions in &. 
Proof of(i). Since the equivalence class of 1 is the only element of tr( .@)/-, 
m is a zero object of ~2. 
We pause for 
12. LEMMA. Thefunctionspr,#: tr(I x B)/ N -+ tr(B)/- are jointly injective. 
Proof of Lemma 12. 
Pd j, b) = I if i#j 
xzz b if i = j. 
Thus prig substitutes b for each leaf of form (i, b), 1 for each leaf of form 
(j, b) j # i, and then replaces each tr(m) subtree by 1. For example: 
t 
Let 
z /w\ Then pr,#(t) = / w \ 
(1, b) (2>4 6 b-I- 6 
/I\ /I\ 
I (1, b) (374. -L b .sL 
PT2W = / 7 \ = A\ 
-Lc 6 
/I\ L 
c J- 
-L I I 
pr,#(t) = / 7 \ 
116 
/I\ 
I _L d. 
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That the pri# are jointly injective is then seen as follows. To recover the 
original tree (u, t) from (ut , ti) = pri#(u, t), set c = u ui . When w E u is 
nonterminal, {k w is nonterminal in ui} is nonempty; and if i, j are in this set, 
Q(W) = tj(w) recaptures the label t(w). Wh en w E u is terminal, then either all 
&(w) = J- so that t(w) = I, or there is a unique (i, b) with &(w) = b so that 
t(w) = (i, b). This completes the proof of Lemma 12. 
Proofs of (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v). Th e f amily (fi) of (ii) is compatible if and 
only if there exists f  with 
Condition (iii) follows from Lemma 12 since pr,#f is the composition of pri 
and f  in &‘, and (ii) and (iv) are clear from the proof of Lemma 12. Since 
summable = compatible, (v) is immediate from (ii). 
Proof of (vi). Let fi ,..., fm , g be as in (vi) and assume (fi + 1.. + fm) + g 
is defined. To prove (fi ,..., fm , g) is compatible we use (ii) and (iv). Fix a E A 
and write f%(a) = (uia, tia), g(u) = (pa, ua). Let w E uiQ n pa. As w E (u uia) n pa, 
either Max(tj”(w)) = U”(W) or one of them is 1. If either is 1 we are done 
(since Max(ti”(w)) = 1 implies tia(w) = 1 since tia(w) is defined by hypo- 
thesis). Otherwise Max(tj”(w)) = us(w) E B. But since fi ,..., fm are compatible, 
and some tja(w) = U@(W), tia(w) = u”(w). 1 
13. Observation. The category of finite sets and partial functions is just the 
partially additive theory of Q if Q,, = {I) and In, = m for n > 0. For if 
(a, t) E tr(B) and if w E u then {k: wk E u} = IZI since t(w) E 9, for 12 > 0 is 
impossible. Thus (1) is the only tree shape and tr(B) = B + (I}. 
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